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Abstract: “In computer science, an application programming interface (API) is an interface that defines the ways by which an application programming may request services from libraries.”[7] Libraries of a programming language are the list of all classes and interfaces, along with their fields, constructors and methods that are part of that language. For example, java is an object oriented programming language which has a rich set of built-in classes and interfaces packaged in the API also known as java API[7]. Therefore, a programmer can easily borrow built-in classes or interfaces to use the fields, constructors and methods of those classes and interfaces in his or her application and is able to be free from the hazards of thinking the implementation details of those functions and constructors and writing it down to the application he or she is developing. An API[7] also helps a programmer to write a short and compact code, to save time of program and application development and to produce a quality code having readability and understandability than the code without having the application of API. Almost all the modern programming languages come up with the rich set of APIs. The basic difference between an API and library lies in the fact that while “API reflects the expected behaviour, library is an actual implementation of this set of rules”. [7] On the other hand, “the relation with framework is based on several libraries implementing several APIs but instead of normal use of an API, the access to the behaviour built into the framework is made possible by extending its contents with new classes and interfaces”. [7] This paper presents a component of framework[4] where the API for the distributed algorithms has been plugged into the framework so that a programmer can get services from the built-in classes and interfaces for easily understandable, compact and faster program development. Here a concept of meta language consisting of very simple constructs has been introduced in order to make the language user friendly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This is a known fact that independent nodes collectively build a distributed system [5] and such a system is characterized by its built in uncertainty. Also it is very difficult to write programs for a distributed system because of the demands for heterogeneity, synchronisation [2], consistency, fault tolerance etc. Writing a separate code for each independent participating node is also a tedious job. This paper presents a framework that provides many functionalities of which only one aspect of these functionalities has been discussed. The framework has been provided with an API which has not only removed many intricacies of writing programs for distributed system but has also helped to write compact and easily understandable code. Programmers are now able to write code for distributed system at a rapid rate. The API for the framework has mainly covered the communication aspect of the distributed system. During the execution of the algorithm different nodes in the distributed system communicate and exchange messages to one other. The communications among nodes are of three types i.e. they are unicasting, multicasting and broadcasting. The framework provides the necessary API where the classes and interfaces necessary for these three kinds of communications are available. During the specification of communications among the nodes in the distributed system a programmer only needs to call the methods of sending and receiving messages instead of writing the implementation details of those methods. Programmers can use the services of these methods by importing the packages [1] at the start of the program where the classes for unicasting, multicasting and broadcasting are residing. In this framework Bully Leader Election algorithm [9] has been taken as a reference algorithm and it has been possible to develop the code of the algorithm for two nodes in the distributed system. The algorithm has been tested for three nodes also. The framework has the provision for developing programs of other standard distributed algorithms as well as of user defined algorithms using the API of the framework and using any number of nodes.

2 Implementation Details of Bully Leader Election Algorithm Using the API of the Framework

This algorithm has been implemented in a distributed system in which participating nodes are connected in mess topology with unicasting. This algorithm has been tested using both two and three nodes. It has been implemented not only in single machine by creating two or three virtual nodes but also in the actual environment i.e. by using two or three computers connected in mess topology. When the framework understands that a request for the execution for BullyLeaderElection algorithm has come it asks the user to enter the pid (process id or node id) of the initiator [9] (who is initiating the program). This is the special input for the algorithm. All possibilities for this algorithm are implemented in the skeleton of the algorithm. Thus the skeleton has three parts: (i) pid=initiator (ii) pid<initiator and (iii) pid>initiator. Each participating node knows its own id i.e. its own process id and the process id of the initiator i.e. the initiator id. At the time of execution of the algorithm participating nodes play their roles according to their pid and mutable initiator. Lamport’s Logical time stamping algorithm [3][6] is used to maintain local time stamp [3][6] of the events, which are then connected to a total ordering of events [3][6]. For each node there are two threads.
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which execute – (i) one is sending thread and the other is receiving thread. The sending thread uses the services from the class UnicastSend which resides in the DATAGRAM package and the receiving thread uses the services from the class UnicastReceive which is also under DATAGRAM package. Both the UnicastSend and UnicastReceive have several constructors and methods which provide different kinds of services according to the needs of the programmer. In order to use the services of these classes, what a programmer needs to do is to import the DATAGRAM package in his or her application. In this way the API helps a programmer to develop application by providing the services from its library and also helps to write more efficient, compact, manageable and understandable code. A small structure of code snippet will illustrate the above facts.

```java
package DATAGRAM;
import java.io.*;
import java.net.*;
public class UnicastSend{
    DatagramSocket mySocket;
    public void send( DatagramSocket mySocket) throws IOException{
        // implementation details of the send function goes here
    }
    public void send( int receiverPort, String message) throws IOException{
        // implementation details of this version of send function goes here
    }
    public void send( InetAddress receiverHost, DatagramSocket mySocket, int receiverPort, String message) throws IOException{
        // implementation of this function also goes here
    }
}
```

### 3 Scope for Future Work

The framework has the provision to accept Meta language which is under development. Meta language is the language which is user friendly. Therefore, a programmer will have to write fewer lines of code to develop distributed algorithm. The Meta language can be tag based like html mark up language or it can also be written in the form of language which consists of very simple construct. Occam [8] is such kind of language. Therefore, Meta language is a language which defines another language. The Meta language precompiler compiles the code written in Meta language and generates the corresponding java code. It is also hoped that in the near future using the API of the framework more number of distributed algorithms can be implemented. Then API will become more general. An example of Occam construct has been given below in order to show the simplicity of the construct. For example, if several processes are to be run concurrently ("true parallelism or simulated parallelism by time slicing" [8]) ‘PAR’ [8] construct can be used. It is a very simple construct to execute any number of processes parallel. The whole construct terminates when all of the PAR’s components terminate. Here is the structure of the ‘PAR’ construct.”[8]

```
"PAR
 p1
 p2
 p3"
```

It can easily be understood that here p1, p2 and p3 are three processes which have been made to run concurrently by calling them under the ‘PAR’ construct. It is to be noted that “the whole construct terminates when all the three p1, p2 and p3 terminate.”[8]

### 4 Conclusion

Every framework comes up with a rich set of libraries, and the API is the way to get the services from these libraries. The framework which has been mentioned here is not an exception. But the speciality of the framework lies in the fact that it provides API for the development of distributed application. Writing code and developing application for the distributed system are not easy tasks. By the virtue of this API, programmers are relieved of many intricacies of writing programs for distributed system and they are able to concentrate on better program logic, compactness, readability and performance of those algorithms.
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